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For St Cecilia
Ceremonial Ode
by Edmund Blunden (1896–1974)

$ Delightful Goddess, in whose fashionings 
And fables Truth still goes adorned; 
Resourceful Legend, taught by whom Time sings 
Of what had else been lost or scorned, 
Thine be our first devotion, while we throng 
On this returning day to reverence one, 
Thy fairest, and herself Time’s sweetest song: 
Sing out Cecilia’s name, and earth is new-begun.

% Changed is the age; mysterious, man’s next star; 
But Legend’s children share his calendar, 
And are beloved though change on change appear, 
The due companions of the fleeting year:
St. Valentine for love’s adventure beams, 
St. George is with us in war’s iron gleams, 
St. Dunstan whose red tongs clipt Satan’s powers, 
St. Swithin with his forty days of showers, 
And many another saint, are fondly ours; 
But where in all the saintly company
Is one beloved beyond melodious Cecily?

^ How came you, lady of fierce martyrdom, 
How came you by your manifold skill? 
You found the soul of music yet half dumb, 
Deep-chained the utterance that should fill 
The high-carved roofs of life with tides of tone. 
Then in a rapture conscious of all these 
You threw the palace open; and the throne 
Blazed forth dominion of infinities.
Straight, by this beautiful inventress given
Art’s clue, a studious angel alit from heaven;
And in good times a host of mortals too

As Cecily’s disciples saw the clue,
Till through the West re-echoing genius vied
In making music where her clear notes guide; 
In England too men marked Cecilia’s grace, 
There looks turned listening to that faultless face. 
Stand with us, Merbecke, and be Byrd close by; 
Dowland and Purcell, lift the theme on high; 
Handel is here, the friend and generous guest, 
With morning airs for her, and choral zest.

& How smilingly the saint among her friends 
Sits, and with fingers white and long 
Awakes her own praeludium, which transcends 
The union of all other song! 
For ever those the first in arts remain, 
And their original blooms on winterless; 
For ever Cecily’s delights sustain 
Song’s later-comers, and her blue eyes bless.

* Wherefore we bid you to the full concent
Of St. Cecilia’s joyous argument,
And in her host we congregate each form
Her music takes when it would lull, or storm;
And every means that grew beneath her hand
To wing man’s thought far past the ground 

he spanned. 
Exult in music’s strife and music’s calm, 
For all man’s martyrdom the crowning psalm, 
The gift of St. Cecilia whose young voice 
Man doomed to death, and yet who could rejoice, 
Sure of her dream that bears the world along, 
Blest in the life of universal song.
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Ye that through your hearts to-day
Feel the gladness of the May!
What though the radiance which was once so bright
Be now for ever taken from my sight,
Though nothing can bring back the hour
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower;
We will grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behind;
In the primal sympathy
Which having been must ever be;
In the soothing thoughts that spring
Out of human suffering;
In the faith that looks through death,
In years that bring the philosophic mind.

XI
# And O, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves,

Forebode not any severing of our loves!
Yet in my heart of hearts I feel your might;
I only have relinquished one delight
To live beneath your more habitual sway.
I love the Brooks which down their channels fret,
Even more than when I tripped lightly as they;
The innocent brightness of a new-born Day
Is lovely yet;
The Clouds that gather round the setting sun
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o’er man’s mortality;
Another race hath been, and other palms are won.
Thanks to the human heart by which we live,
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears,
To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.
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Intimations of Immortality, Op. 29 38:58
1 Andante sostenuto 4:43
2 There was a time when meadow, grove and stream 2:56
3 The Rainbow comes and goes 2:04
4 Now, while the birds thus sing a joyous song 4:44
5 Ye blessèd Creatures, I have heard the call 0:58
6 Oh evil day! If I were sullen 2:14
7 But there’s a Tree, of many, one 1:51
8 Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting 3:05
9 Earth fills her lap with pleasures of her own 1:52
0 O joy! That in our embers 2:49
! But for those first affections 3:52
@ Then sing, ye Birds, sing, sing a joyous song! 3:21
# And O, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves 4:29

For St Cecilia, Op. 30 16:37
$ Delightful Goddess, in whose fashionings 2:31
% Changed is the age; mysterious, man’s next star 3:18
^ How came you, lady of fierce martyrdom 4:43
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And cometh from afar:
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home:
Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing Boy,
But He beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy;
The Youth, who daily farther from the east
Must travel, still is Nature’s Priest,
And by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away,
And fade into the light of common day.

VI
9 Earth fills her lap with pleasures of her own;

Yearnings she hath in her own natural kind,
And, even with something of a Mother’s mind,
And no unworthy aim,
The homely Nurse doth all she can
To make her Foster-child, her Inmate Man,
Forget the glories he hath known,
And that imperial palace whence he came.

IX
0 O joy! that in our embers

Is something that doth live,
That nature yet remembers
What was so fugitive!
The thought of our past years in me doth breed
Perpetual benediction: not indeed
For that which is most worthy to be blest—
Delight and liberty, the simple creed
Of Childhood, whether busy or at rest,

With new-fledged hope still fluttering in his breast:—
Not for these I raise
The song of thanks and praise;
But for those obstinate questionings
Of sense and outward things,
Fallings from us, vanishings;
Blank misgivings of a Creature
Moving about in worlds not realised,
High instincts before which our mortal Nature
Did tremble like a guilty Thing surprised:

! But for those first affections,
Those shadowy recollections,
Which, be they what they may,
Are yet the fountain light of all our day,
Are yet a master light of all our seeing;
Uphold us, cherish, and have power to make
Our noisy years seem moments in the being
Of the eternal Silence: truths that wake,
To perish never;
Which neither listlessness, nor mad endeavour,
Nor Man nor Boy,
Nor all that is at enmity with joy,
Can utterly abolish or destroy!
Hence in a season of calm weather
Though inland far we be,
Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea
Which brought us hither,
Can in a moment travel thither,
And see the Children sport upon the shore,
And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore.

X
@ Then sing, ye Birds, sing, sing a joyous song!

And let the young Lambs bound
As to the tabor’s sound!
We in thought will join your throng,
Ye that pipe and ye that play,
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Gerald Finzi studied composition with Ernest Farrar,
Edward Bairstow and R.O. Morris. During the 1920s
works like his orchestral miniature A Severn Rhapsody
(1923) and a song-cycle to poems by his favourite poet
Thomas Hardy, By Footpath and Stile (1921-2),
attracted critical attention. After his marriage to the artist
Joyce Black in 1933, he moved to the countryside near
Newbury, settling at Ashmansworth, high on the
Hampshire Downs. His reputation grew with the first
performances of the song-cycle A Young Man’s
Exhortation (1926-9) and the cantata Dies natalis (mid-
1920s, 1938-9). During World War II Finzi worked at
the Ministry of War Transport and founded a fine,
mainly amateur orchestra, the Newbury String Players.
Two of his most popular works appeared during the war,
the Five Bagatelles for clarinet (1920s, 1941-3) and the
Shakespeare settings, Let us Garlands bring (1929-42).
Two further sets of songs setting Hardy, Earth and Air
and Rain (1928-32) and Before and After Summer
(1932-49) confirmed his status as a master of song-
writing. In the post war years several of his works were
given their premières at the Three Choirs Festival: the
Clarinet Concerto (1948-9), probably his most popular
work, and the large-scale choral ode Intimations of
Immortality (late 1930s, 1949-50). The final years of his
life were lived under the shadow of incurable illness, but
before he died he completed a Magnificat (1952), the
Christmas scene In terra pax (1954) and the Cello
Concerto (1951-2, 1954-5). Finzi’s energetic mind went
far beyond his compositions though. He was an ardent
champion of neglected composers such as Ivor Gurney,
and with the Newbury String Players he revived works
by forgotten eighteenth-century composers like John
Stanley and Richard Mudge. He also collected a library

of English poetry and literature of over three thousand
volumes including many rare editions. Not least, in his
orchard, he rescued several traditional English apple
varieties from extinction. 

The origins of Finzi’s setting of Wordsworth’s Ode,
Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early
Childhood, can be traced to his formative years. His
childhood was predominantly unhappy: as the youngest
of five children and the only one manifesting artistic
sensibilities, he felt himself to be the outsider in an
uncomprehending family. His loneliness caused him to
find companionship in books which led to an
encyclopaedic knowledge of English poetry and
literature. These were years haunted by death too; by the
age of seventeen, his father and all his brothers were
dead, as was his revered first composition teacher Ernest
Farrar, killed on the Western Front.

Finzi’s experience during these years left a threefold
legacy that informed his adult personality and artistic
sensibility. First the breadth of his reading gave him
penetrating literary critical faculties which were
translated in his songs and choral works into settings of
insight and intensity, a remarkable marriage of words
and music where the composer seems utterly at one with
the writer. Secondly he had an acute awareness of the
frailty of existence that found its musical expression in
his settings of Hardy, whose work often shares similar
preoccupations. Finally it left him with a conviction that
for many the reality of adult life and experience dims the
instinctive freshness of childhood.

It was this that struck such a resonance with his own
experience when he discovered Wordsworth’s Ode,
which is a lament, not only for the lost joys of childhood,
but also for the severing of the adult soul from the

Gerald Finzi (1901–1956)
Intimations of Immortality • For St Cecilia
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Intimations of Immortality
from Recollections of Early Childhood
by William Wordsworth (1770–1850)

I
2 There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream,

The earth, and every common sight,
To me did seem
Apparelled in celestial light,
The glory and the freshness of a dream.
It is not now as it hath been of yore;—
Turn wheresoe’er I may,
By night or day,
The things which I have seen I now can see no more.

II
3 The Rainbow comes and goes,

And lovely is the Rose,
The Moon doth with delight
Look round her when the heavens are bare,
Waters on a starry night
Are beautiful and fair;
The sunshine is a glorious birth;
But yet I know, where’er I go,
That there hath past away a glory from the earth.

III
4 Now, while the birds thus sing a joyous song,

And while the young lambs bound
As to the tabor’s sound,
To me alone there came a thought of grief:
A timely utterance gave that thought relief,
And I again am strong:
The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep;
No more shall grief of mine the season wrong;
I hear the Echoes through the mountains throng,
The Winds come to me from the fields of sleep,

And all the earth is gay;
Land and sea
Give themselves up to jollity,
And with the heart of May
Doth every Beast keep holiday;—
Thou Child of Joy,
Shout round me, let me hear thy shouts, thou happy
Shepherd-boy!

IV
5 Ye blessed Creatures, I have heard the call

Ye to each other make; I see
The heavens laugh with you in your jubilee;
My heart is at your festival,
My head hath its coronal,
The fulness of your bliss, I feel—I feel it all.

6 Oh evil day! if I were sullen
While Earth herself is adorning,
This sweet May-morning,
And the Children are culling
On every side,
In a thousand valleys far and wide,
Fresh flowers; while the sun shines warm,
And the Babe leaps up on his Mother’s arm:—
I hear, I hear, with joy I hear!

7 —But there’s a Tree, of many, one,
A single Field which I have looked upon,
Both of them speak of something that is gone:
The Pansy at my feet
Doth the same tale repeat:
Whither is fled the visionary gleam?
Where is it now, the glory and the dream?

V
8 Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:

The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
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intuitive primal state. For Finzi this became a crux of his
artistic creed - that the artist must keep his or her vision
alive and fresh at all costs - and by extension any adult
too; as he commented in a lecture in 1953: ‘We all know
that a dead poet lives in many a live stockbroker. Many
of these people before they fade into the light of common
day, have had an intuitive glimpse which neither age,
nor experience, nor knowledge can ever give them.’

Finzi had begun composing Intimations of
Immortality in the late 1930s and had completed about
one third of it before the war interrupted work. It was not
finished until 1950, the same year as its first
performance at the Gloucester Three Choirs Festival
conducted by Herbert Sumsion. An orchestral prelude
sets the scene, focusing on two recurring principal ideas:
the opening horn-call, and a broad, typically Finzian,
melody around which the first and second stanzas are
set. The tempo quickens with the first of several linking
orchestral interludes before the chorus conjures images
of spring in a joyous setting of stanzas three and most of
four and bringing a climax mid-way at ‘Shout round
me’. A slackening of tempo leads to the central question
at the core of the work: ‘Whither is fled the visionary
gleam?’ The horn-call returns to preface stanzas five, six
and nine where the poet philosophizes on how the adult
has become divorced from an earlier, more perfect
condition, and then offers a solution in the ninth stanza
beginning with the exultant outburst ‘O joy! that in our
embers/is something that doth live’. It is possible for the
soul to ‘have sight of that immortal sea/Which brought
us hither’, providing the intuitive part of humanity is
nurtured. The tenth stanza is a recapitulation of the
earlier fast music, and with the return of the prelude’s
spacious melody the final stanza is reached. Here the
words drew from Finzi some of the most inspired music
of the whole work, as is his setting of the final lines
where the poignancy of the tenor’s suspended

dissonance is full of aching melancholy. The coda is
brief and hushed with a reprise of the horn-call before
the music shimmers into silence. 

‘I like music to grow out of the actual words & not
be fitted to them’, Finzi wrote to the poet Edmund
Blunden, with whom he collaborated on the ceremonial
ode commissioned by the St Cecilia’s Day Festival
Committee for their 1947 celebration of music’s patron
saint. Finzi’s comment is telling for it reveals his keen
literary sensibility which is manifest in the remarkable
correspondence between poet and composer as the ode
took shape. Finzi had admired Blunden’s poetry for
many years: in 1931 he had set his poem ‘To Joy’, and
then they had corresponded over their mutual admiration
for the poetry of Ivor Gurney. For the ode, Blunden
suggested in May 1947, that he had ‘the tradition of
Dryden and Collins in hearing’, and that he ‘fancied a
little catalogue of Saints with their special attributes,
and so to herself’. A month later Finzi received the
poet’s draft and was delighted, although refinements
continued over several months. There were references,
for instance, to several composers including Arne and
Wesley, which Finzi asked to be changed to Purcell and
Dowland; an ‘enchanting’ Handelian couplet would
prove ‘a problem, but I wouldn’t have it away for
anything’; finally the ode culminated in a list of
instruments ending with the organ; however, this was
omitted: ‘The last verse must build up, but after the first
six lines a musical “catalogue” suddenly brings it down
to an intimate level, from which it wd be impossible to
build up again in the last 4 lines … I’m sorry to lose the
mighty organ (though I don’t like organs – but St Cecilia
did).’ 

The ceremonial mood is established in the fanfares
and the sonorous sweep of the opening paragraph with
its echoes of Parry and Elgar. Tenor soloist and chorus
share the ‘catalogue’ of saints: ardent Valentine, martial
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David Hill

Widely recognised as one of the leading choral directors in Britain, David Hill is Director of Music at St John’s
College, Cambridge. He also holds the posts of Musical Director of the Bach Choir, Chief Conductor of the Southern
Sinfonia, Director of Florilegium Choir and Orchestra and Music Director of Leeds Philharmonic Society. Born in
Carlisle in 1957 and educated at Chetham’s School of Music, he was made a Fellow of the Royal College of
Organists at the age of seventeen. He took an organ scholarship to St John’s College, Cambridge, under the direction
of George Guest. Alongside organ studies with tutors including Gillian Weir and Peter Hurford, he conducted the
University Opera Society and Cambridge University Music Society’s orchestra. He has recently been awarded an
honorary Doctorate by the University of Southampton in recognition of his services to Music. David Hill’s previous
posts have included Master of the Music at Winchester Cathedral (1987-2002), Music Director of The Waynflete
Singers (1987-2002) Master of the Music at Westminster Cathedral, Musical Director of the Alexandra Choir (1980-
87), Associate Conductor and then Artistic Director of the Philharmonia Chorus (1986-1997). He regularly gives
choral training workshops and summer schools in Britain and overseas, his handbook on the subject Giving Voice
was published in 1995 and he is a choral advisor to music publishers Novello for whom he has edited the carol book
Noël. He has a broad-ranging discography of over fifty recordings for Decca/Argo, Hyperion, Naxos and Virgin
Classics. With the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Brandenburg Consort, City of London Sinfonia, Parley of
Instruments and BBC Singers as well as the choirs of Westminster and Winchester Cathedrals, his recordings cover
repertoire from Thomas Tallis to John Tavener. His recording of Victoria’s O Quam Gloriosum won a Gramophone
Award and the same composer’s O Magnum Mysterium, Requiem and Tenebrae Responsories are Gramophone
Critic’s choices. He received a Grammy as Chorus Master for Walton’s Belshazzar’s Feast. David Hill has long-
standing relationships with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra and BBC Singers with whom he has conducted
a wide range of repertoire. He has also appeared with many leading orchestras at home and abroad.
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St George; St Dunstan (whose demonic hints of Elgar’s
Gerontius is surely a deliberate tongue-in-cheek conceit
on Finzi’s part); St Swithin with the flute suggesting
pattering raindrops; lastly the tender evocation of St
Cecilia herself. After the tenor has considered the
wonder of St Cecilia’s gift to the world, a full climax is
reached at ‘Blazed forth dominion of infinities’. The
composers of the past, Merbecke, Byrd, Dowland and
Purcell, are summoned in rapt stillness; and a reference
to Handel brings a magical harmonic progression and a
limpid phrase for the sopranos. Led by clarinet, and

accompanied by pizzicato strings, the tenor imagines the
saint making music amongst her friends; this exquisite
passage is quintessential Finzi with its flowing
melodiousness and supple, fluid word-setting across the
bar lines. The return of the fanfares brings a festal
summation with exultant violin counterpoint at the
words ‘And in her host we congregate each form’; the
saint’s name peals around the chorus before culminating
in the resounding benediction of the final lines. 

Andrew Burn
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Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
Leader: Duncan Riddell

Founded in 1893 by Sir Dan Godfrey, the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra has had among its Principal
Conductors some of the finest musicians in the world, including Rudolf Schwarz, Constantin Silvestri, Sir Charles
Groves and Paavo Berglund. More recently Andrew Litton raised the orchestra’s standards to new levels, crowning
its centenary season with a triumphant début tour of the United States in April 1994, followed by Yakov Kreizberg
and débuts at the Musikverein, Vienna, the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam, and Carnegie Hall, New York. In October
2002, Marin Alsop became Principal Conductor, the first woman to hold this title for any British symphony
orchestra. The name of the orchestra is internationally known through over three hundred recordings, including the
award-winning release of Anthony Payne’s sketches for Elgar’s Symphony No. 3 with Paul Daniel, the symphonies
of Vaughan Williams with the former Chief Guest Conductor Kees Bakels and Paul Daniel, and recordings of works
by Philip Glass, Leonard Bernstein, and John Adams under Marin Alsop for Naxos (8.559031), this last chosen as
Editor’s Choice in the November 2004 issue of The Gramophone. The orchestra is also now well known through
increasing international exposure in overseas tours. In addition to its recording and international touring
commitments, the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra is dedicated to providing orchestral music across the South
and West of Britain, with a varied programme of educational and outreach commitments, and makes regular
appearances in major festivals and concert-halls throughout the country. 
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James Gilchrist

James Gilchrist, a former chorister at New College, Oxford, began his working life as a doctor, turning in 1996 to
a full-time career in music, bringing collaboration with leading ensembles and colleagues. His operatic
performances include the rôles of Quint in Britten’s The Turn of the Screw, Ferrando in Così fan tutte, Scaramuccio
in Richard Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos, and Evandre in Gluck’s Alceste, while his many recordings include Bach’s
St Matthew Passion and St John Passion (Naxos 8.557296-97), Missa Brevis and Cantatas, Rachmaninov’s Vespers,
sacred music by Schütz, Rameau’s Cantatas and St Mark Passion, songs by Percy Grainger, and sacred music by
Kuhnau, together with the title rôle in Britten’s Albert Herring, part of a wide operatic and concert repertoire. He is
among the leading British tenors in eighteenth-century repertoire, to which he adds an interest in contemporary
music, with a number of first performances to his credit.

Bournemouth Symphony Chorus
Director: Greg Beardsell

The Bournemouth Symphony Chorus, founded in 1911 by Sir Dan Godfrey, has become established as one of the
country’s leading large vocal ensembles. It gives regular concerts with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra in
Bournemouth, Poole, London and throughout Southern England, records extensively, and has appeared at the Proms
and many other Festivals. It tours abroad regularly, with recent visits to America, Italy, Israel and Paris. It won a
Grammy Award in America for its recording of Belshazzar’s Feast. For its ninetieth birthday in 2001, it
commissioned a major new cantata, Voices of Exile from the composer Richard Blackford, with new poems by Tony
Harrison, with first performances in Poole and at the Royal Festival Hall. 
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8.5578635

St George; St Dunstan (whose demonic hints of Elgar’s
Gerontius is surely a deliberate tongue-in-cheek conceit
on Finzi’s part); St Swithin with the flute suggesting
pattering raindrops; lastly the tender evocation of St
Cecilia herself. After the tenor has considered the
wonder of St Cecilia’s gift to the world, a full climax is
reached at ‘Blazed forth dominion of infinities’. The
composers of the past, Merbecke, Byrd, Dowland and
Purcell, are summoned in rapt stillness; and a reference
to Handel brings a magical harmonic progression and a
limpid phrase for the sopranos. Led by clarinet, and

accompanied by pizzicato strings, the tenor imagines the
saint making music amongst her friends; this exquisite
passage is quintessential Finzi with its flowing
melodiousness and supple, fluid word-setting across the
bar lines. The return of the fanfares brings a festal
summation with exultant violin counterpoint at the
words ‘And in her host we congregate each form’; the
saint’s name peals around the chorus before culminating
in the resounding benediction of the final lines. 

Andrew Burn
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Intimations of Immortality
from Recollections of Early Childhood
by William Wordsworth (1770–1850)

I
2 There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream,

The earth, and every common sight,
To me did seem
Apparelled in celestial light,
The glory and the freshness of a dream.
It is not now as it hath been of yore;—
Turn wheresoe’er I may,
By night or day,
The things which I have seen I now can see no more.

II
3 The Rainbow comes and goes,

And lovely is the Rose,
The Moon doth with delight
Look round her when the heavens are bare,
Waters on a starry night
Are beautiful and fair;
The sunshine is a glorious birth;
But yet I know, where’er I go,
That there hath past away a glory from the earth.

III
4 Now, while the birds thus sing a joyous song,

And while the young lambs bound
As to the tabor’s sound,
To me alone there came a thought of grief:
A timely utterance gave that thought relief,
And I again am strong:
The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep;
No more shall grief of mine the season wrong;
I hear the Echoes through the mountains throng,
The Winds come to me from the fields of sleep,

And all the earth is gay;
Land and sea
Give themselves up to jollity,
And with the heart of May
Doth every Beast keep holiday;—
Thou Child of Joy,
Shout round me, let me hear thy shouts, thou happy
Shepherd-boy!

IV
5 Ye blessed Creatures, I have heard the call

Ye to each other make; I see
The heavens laugh with you in your jubilee;
My heart is at your festival,
My head hath its coronal,
The fulness of your bliss, I feel—I feel it all.

6 Oh evil day! if I were sullen
While Earth herself is adorning,
This sweet May-morning,
And the Children are culling
On every side,
In a thousand valleys far and wide,
Fresh flowers; while the sun shines warm,
And the Babe leaps up on his Mother’s arm:—
I hear, I hear, with joy I hear!

7 —But there’s a Tree, of many, one,
A single Field which I have looked upon,
Both of them speak of something that is gone:
The Pansy at my feet
Doth the same tale repeat:
Whither is fled the visionary gleam?
Where is it now, the glory and the dream?

V
8 Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:

The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,

8.557863 4

intuitive primal state. For Finzi this became a crux of his
artistic creed - that the artist must keep his or her vision
alive and fresh at all costs - and by extension any adult
too; as he commented in a lecture in 1953: ‘We all know
that a dead poet lives in many a live stockbroker. Many
of these people before they fade into the light of common
day, have had an intuitive glimpse which neither age,
nor experience, nor knowledge can ever give them.’

Finzi had begun composing Intimations of
Immortality in the late 1930s and had completed about
one third of it before the war interrupted work. It was not
finished until 1950, the same year as its first
performance at the Gloucester Three Choirs Festival
conducted by Herbert Sumsion. An orchestral prelude
sets the scene, focusing on two recurring principal ideas:
the opening horn-call, and a broad, typically Finzian,
melody around which the first and second stanzas are
set. The tempo quickens with the first of several linking
orchestral interludes before the chorus conjures images
of spring in a joyous setting of stanzas three and most of
four and bringing a climax mid-way at ‘Shout round
me’. A slackening of tempo leads to the central question
at the core of the work: ‘Whither is fled the visionary
gleam?’ The horn-call returns to preface stanzas five, six
and nine where the poet philosophizes on how the adult
has become divorced from an earlier, more perfect
condition, and then offers a solution in the ninth stanza
beginning with the exultant outburst ‘O joy! that in our
embers/is something that doth live’. It is possible for the
soul to ‘have sight of that immortal sea/Which brought
us hither’, providing the intuitive part of humanity is
nurtured. The tenth stanza is a recapitulation of the
earlier fast music, and with the return of the prelude’s
spacious melody the final stanza is reached. Here the
words drew from Finzi some of the most inspired music
of the whole work, as is his setting of the final lines
where the poignancy of the tenor’s suspended

dissonance is full of aching melancholy. The coda is
brief and hushed with a reprise of the horn-call before
the music shimmers into silence. 

‘I like music to grow out of the actual words & not
be fitted to them’, Finzi wrote to the poet Edmund
Blunden, with whom he collaborated on the ceremonial
ode commissioned by the St Cecilia’s Day Festival
Committee for their 1947 celebration of music’s patron
saint. Finzi’s comment is telling for it reveals his keen
literary sensibility which is manifest in the remarkable
correspondence between poet and composer as the ode
took shape. Finzi had admired Blunden’s poetry for
many years: in 1931 he had set his poem ‘To Joy’, and
then they had corresponded over their mutual admiration
for the poetry of Ivor Gurney. For the ode, Blunden
suggested in May 1947, that he had ‘the tradition of
Dryden and Collins in hearing’, and that he ‘fancied a
little catalogue of Saints with their special attributes,
and so to herself’. A month later Finzi received the
poet’s draft and was delighted, although refinements
continued over several months. There were references,
for instance, to several composers including Arne and
Wesley, which Finzi asked to be changed to Purcell and
Dowland; an ‘enchanting’ Handelian couplet would
prove ‘a problem, but I wouldn’t have it away for
anything’; finally the ode culminated in a list of
instruments ending with the organ; however, this was
omitted: ‘The last verse must build up, but after the first
six lines a musical “catalogue” suddenly brings it down
to an intimate level, from which it wd be impossible to
build up again in the last 4 lines … I’m sorry to lose the
mighty organ (though I don’t like organs – but St Cecilia
did).’ 

The ceremonial mood is established in the fanfares
and the sonorous sweep of the opening paragraph with
its echoes of Parry and Elgar. Tenor soloist and chorus
share the ‘catalogue’ of saints: ardent Valentine, martial
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And cometh from afar:
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home:
Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing Boy,
But He beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy;
The Youth, who daily farther from the east
Must travel, still is Nature’s Priest,
And by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away,
And fade into the light of common day.

VI
9 Earth fills her lap with pleasures of her own;

Yearnings she hath in her own natural kind,
And, even with something of a Mother’s mind,
And no unworthy aim,
The homely Nurse doth all she can
To make her Foster-child, her Inmate Man,
Forget the glories he hath known,
And that imperial palace whence he came.

IX
0 O joy! that in our embers

Is something that doth live,
That nature yet remembers
What was so fugitive!
The thought of our past years in me doth breed
Perpetual benediction: not indeed
For that which is most worthy to be blest—
Delight and liberty, the simple creed
Of Childhood, whether busy or at rest,

With new-fledged hope still fluttering in his breast:—
Not for these I raise
The song of thanks and praise;
But for those obstinate questionings
Of sense and outward things,
Fallings from us, vanishings;
Blank misgivings of a Creature
Moving about in worlds not realised,
High instincts before which our mortal Nature
Did tremble like a guilty Thing surprised:

! But for those first affections,
Those shadowy recollections,
Which, be they what they may,
Are yet the fountain light of all our day,
Are yet a master light of all our seeing;
Uphold us, cherish, and have power to make
Our noisy years seem moments in the being
Of the eternal Silence: truths that wake,
To perish never;
Which neither listlessness, nor mad endeavour,
Nor Man nor Boy,
Nor all that is at enmity with joy,
Can utterly abolish or destroy!
Hence in a season of calm weather
Though inland far we be,
Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea
Which brought us hither,
Can in a moment travel thither,
And see the Children sport upon the shore,
And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore.

X
@ Then sing, ye Birds, sing, sing a joyous song!

And let the young Lambs bound
As to the tabor’s sound!
We in thought will join your throng,
Ye that pipe and ye that play,

8.5578633

Gerald Finzi studied composition with Ernest Farrar,
Edward Bairstow and R.O. Morris. During the 1920s
works like his orchestral miniature A Severn Rhapsody
(1923) and a song-cycle to poems by his favourite poet
Thomas Hardy, By Footpath and Stile (1921-2),
attracted critical attention. After his marriage to the artist
Joyce Black in 1933, he moved to the countryside near
Newbury, settling at Ashmansworth, high on the
Hampshire Downs. His reputation grew with the first
performances of the song-cycle A Young Man’s
Exhortation (1926-9) and the cantata Dies natalis (mid-
1920s, 1938-9). During World War II Finzi worked at
the Ministry of War Transport and founded a fine,
mainly amateur orchestra, the Newbury String Players.
Two of his most popular works appeared during the war,
the Five Bagatelles for clarinet (1920s, 1941-3) and the
Shakespeare settings, Let us Garlands bring (1929-42).
Two further sets of songs setting Hardy, Earth and Air
and Rain (1928-32) and Before and After Summer
(1932-49) confirmed his status as a master of song-
writing. In the post war years several of his works were
given their premières at the Three Choirs Festival: the
Clarinet Concerto (1948-9), probably his most popular
work, and the large-scale choral ode Intimations of
Immortality (late 1930s, 1949-50). The final years of his
life were lived under the shadow of incurable illness, but
before he died he completed a Magnificat (1952), the
Christmas scene In terra pax (1954) and the Cello
Concerto (1951-2, 1954-5). Finzi’s energetic mind went
far beyond his compositions though. He was an ardent
champion of neglected composers such as Ivor Gurney,
and with the Newbury String Players he revived works
by forgotten eighteenth-century composers like John
Stanley and Richard Mudge. He also collected a library

of English poetry and literature of over three thousand
volumes including many rare editions. Not least, in his
orchard, he rescued several traditional English apple
varieties from extinction. 

The origins of Finzi’s setting of Wordsworth’s Ode,
Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early
Childhood, can be traced to his formative years. His
childhood was predominantly unhappy: as the youngest
of five children and the only one manifesting artistic
sensibilities, he felt himself to be the outsider in an
uncomprehending family. His loneliness caused him to
find companionship in books which led to an
encyclopaedic knowledge of English poetry and
literature. These were years haunted by death too; by the
age of seventeen, his father and all his brothers were
dead, as was his revered first composition teacher Ernest
Farrar, killed on the Western Front.

Finzi’s experience during these years left a threefold
legacy that informed his adult personality and artistic
sensibility. First the breadth of his reading gave him
penetrating literary critical faculties which were
translated in his songs and choral works into settings of
insight and intensity, a remarkable marriage of words
and music where the composer seems utterly at one with
the writer. Secondly he had an acute awareness of the
frailty of existence that found its musical expression in
his settings of Hardy, whose work often shares similar
preoccupations. Finally it left him with a conviction that
for many the reality of adult life and experience dims the
instinctive freshness of childhood.

It was this that struck such a resonance with his own
experience when he discovered Wordsworth’s Ode,
which is a lament, not only for the lost joys of childhood,
but also for the severing of the adult soul from the

Gerald Finzi (1901–1956)
Intimations of Immortality • For St Cecilia
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Ye that through your hearts to-day
Feel the gladness of the May!
What though the radiance which was once so bright
Be now for ever taken from my sight,
Though nothing can bring back the hour
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower;
We will grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behind;
In the primal sympathy
Which having been must ever be;
In the soothing thoughts that spring
Out of human suffering;
In the faith that looks through death,
In years that bring the philosophic mind.

XI
# And O, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves,

Forebode not any severing of our loves!
Yet in my heart of hearts I feel your might;
I only have relinquished one delight
To live beneath your more habitual sway.
I love the Brooks which down their channels fret,
Even more than when I tripped lightly as they;
The innocent brightness of a new-born Day
Is lovely yet;
The Clouds that gather round the setting sun
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o’er man’s mortality;
Another race hath been, and other palms are won.
Thanks to the human heart by which we live,
Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears,
To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

8.557863 2

Intimations of Immortality, Op. 29 38:58
1 Andante sostenuto 4:43
2 There was a time when meadow, grove and stream 2:56
3 The Rainbow comes and goes 2:04
4 Now, while the birds thus sing a joyous song 4:44
5 Ye blessèd Creatures, I have heard the call 0:58
6 Oh evil day! If I were sullen 2:14
7 But there’s a Tree, of many, one 1:51
8 Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting 3:05
9 Earth fills her lap with pleasures of her own 1:52
0 O joy! That in our embers 2:49
! But for those first affections 3:52
@ Then sing, ye Birds, sing, sing a joyous song! 3:21
# And O, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves 4:29

For St Cecilia, Op. 30 16:37
$ Delightful Goddess, in whose fashionings 2:31
% Changed is the age; mysterious, man’s next star 3:18
^ How came you, lady of fierce martyrdom 4:43
& How smilingly the saint among her friends 2:13
* Wherefore we bid you to the full concent 3:51

Gerald Finzi (1901–1956)
Intimations of Immortality • For St Cecilia

James Gilchrist, Tenor
Bournemouth Symphony Chorus (Greg Beardsell, Chorus Master)

Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra (Duncan Riddell, Leader)

David Hill
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James Gilchrist, Tenor 

Bournemouth Symphony Chorus and Orchestra 
David Hill
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For St Cecilia
Ceremonial Ode
by Edmund Blunden (1896–1974)

$ Delightful Goddess, in whose fashionings 
And fables Truth still goes adorned; 
Resourceful Legend, taught by whom Time sings 
Of what had else been lost or scorned, 
Thine be our first devotion, while we throng 
On this returning day to reverence one, 
Thy fairest, and herself Time’s sweetest song: 
Sing out Cecilia’s name, and earth is new-begun.

% Changed is the age; mysterious, man’s next star; 
But Legend’s children share his calendar, 
And are beloved though change on change appear, 
The due companions of the fleeting year:
St. Valentine for love’s adventure beams, 
St. George is with us in war’s iron gleams, 
St. Dunstan whose red tongs clipt Satan’s powers, 
St. Swithin with his forty days of showers, 
And many another saint, are fondly ours; 
But where in all the saintly company
Is one beloved beyond melodious Cecily?

^ How came you, lady of fierce martyrdom, 
How came you by your manifold skill? 
You found the soul of music yet half dumb, 
Deep-chained the utterance that should fill 
The high-carved roofs of life with tides of tone. 
Then in a rapture conscious of all these 
You threw the palace open; and the throne 
Blazed forth dominion of infinities.
Straight, by this beautiful inventress given
Art’s clue, a studious angel alit from heaven;
And in good times a host of mortals too

As Cecily’s disciples saw the clue,
Till through the West re-echoing genius vied
In making music where her clear notes guide; 
In England too men marked Cecilia’s grace, 
There looks turned listening to that faultless face. 
Stand with us, Merbecke, and be Byrd close by; 
Dowland and Purcell, lift the theme on high; 
Handel is here, the friend and generous guest, 
With morning airs for her, and choral zest.

& How smilingly the saint among her friends 
Sits, and with fingers white and long 
Awakes her own praeludium, which transcends 
The union of all other song! 
For ever those the first in arts remain, 
And their original blooms on winterless; 
For ever Cecily’s delights sustain 
Song’s later-comers, and her blue eyes bless.

* Wherefore we bid you to the full concent
Of St. Cecilia’s joyous argument,
And in her host we congregate each form
Her music takes when it would lull, or storm;
And every means that grew beneath her hand
To wing man’s thought far past the ground 

he spanned. 
Exult in music’s strife and music’s calm, 
For all man’s martyrdom the crowning psalm, 
The gift of St. Cecilia whose young voice 
Man doomed to death, and yet who could rejoice, 
Sure of her dream that bears the world along, 
Blest in the life of universal song.

Reproduced by permission of PFD 
(www.pfd.co.uk) on behalf of the Estate 

of Mrs Claire Blunden.
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Gerald Finzi made a significant contribution to British twentieth-century song and choral
repertoire. His acute awareness of the frailty of existence had already found its musical
expression in his settings of Thomas Hardy (Naxos 8.557644), before he began his
Intimations of Immortality in the late 1930s. Set to nine of the eleven stanzas of
Wordsworth’s Ode Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood, Finzi’s
Intimations is a deeply touching lament for the passing of the instinctive, intuitive freshness
of childhood. His Ode for St Cecilia is an exultant paean honoring music’s patron saint.

Gerald

FINZI
(1901–1956)

James Gilchrist, Tenor
Bournemouth Symphony Chorus and Orchestra

David Hill

This recording was made possible by the support of the Finzi Trust.
Recorded in the Concert Hall, Lighthouse, Poole, UK, from 4th to 5th June, 2005
Producer: Andrew Walton (K&A Productions Ltd.) • Engineer: Eleanor Thomason

Post-production: Andrew Walton • Booklet Notes: Andrew Burn 
Publishers: Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers • Please see the booklet for a detailed track list

This recording has been made and edited at 24bit resolution
Cover Picture: Angel of Death, 1897 by Evelyn De Morgan (1855-1919)

(Private Collection / By courtesy of Julian Hartnoll / The Bridgeman Art Library)

1-# Intimations of Immortality, Op. 29 38:58
Ode for tenor solo, chorus and orchestra

$-* For St Cecilia, Op. 30 16:37
Ceremonial Ode
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